Examining nurse empathy for infant procedural pain: Testing a new video measure
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BACKGROUND: Research reporting effective pain care strategies exists, yet it is not translated to care. Little is known about how repeated pain exposure has affected nurses’ ability to be empathetic and use their knowledge to provide evidence-based care. Concerns have been raised regarding the validity of self-report empathy instruments; therefore, a novel video program was developed for testing. It was hypothesized that those who viewed infants in painful and nonpainful states would have a measureable empathy (pain rating) response correlating to the level of pain expressed by the infants.

OBJECTIVE: To validate the newly developed Empathy for Infant Pain video program (EIPvp) by determining whether nurse and non-nurse control groups’ pain scores of 24 video clips showing infants undergoing real medical procedures were equal.

DESIGN: A descriptive cross-sectional video judgement study.

METHODS: Fifty female participants (25 nurses and 25 allied health controls) were asked to score the infant procedural pain level displayed in the EIPvp using a visual analogue scale and a composite score of known infant pain cues. Participants also scored their own sensitivity to painful events.

RESULTS: Participants rated the videos contained in the EIPvp similarly in three categories (no, low or high pain); however, there were consistent differences between groups within the categories. Nurses scored facial cues for all categories higher than the control group. Nurses scored their own pain in hypothetical situations and that of the infants consistently higher than the control group.

CONCLUSION: The EIPvp yielded predictable responses from both the nurse and non-nurse control groups when scoring the pain expressed in the video clips. Nurses’ detection of pain more often than controls may have been an indication that they have greater knowledge of pain cues, or their empathy levels may have been different as a result of their exposure to, or their perceived relationship with, patients. The EIPvp was validated and has promising potential for training and research purposes.
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Infants and children requiring medical treatment in a hospital undergo many procedures that injure the skin and cause pain. Despite many efforts to improve nurse clinicians’ pain assessment and management of hospitalized children, evidence indicates that children continue to suffer unnecessarily. Although there is ample evidence to support the use of safe and effective pain care techniques, there are accumulating reports of their underuse in practice. In addition, self-report tools have not proven consistently useful as predictors of more effective pain care. Therefore, innovative approaches are required to determine why nurse clinicians, who have the knowledge to adequately manage an infant’s procedure-related pain, often do not do so in practice. The aim of the present study was to develop and validate a new video instrument – the Empathy for Pain video program (EIPvp) – designed to be used for training and research purposes to examine the role that empathy may play in nurses’ assessment and management of infant procedural pain.

Children and infants routinely incur pain from tissue-damaging procedures

Johnston et al (1) found that 45% of all neonatal invasive procedures performed were heel lances for which no analgesic was given 95% of the time. In a repeat of that survey 12 years later (2), nearly two-thirds
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of the heel lances were performed with no pain management strategies. In a recent study (3), a total of 18,929 painful procedures were recorded from 3822 children’s charts in eight pediatric centers; only 844 (28.3%) children received one or more pain management interventions administered and documented specifically for a procedure. Even when nurses demonstrate that they have the theoretical knowledge to assess and manage pain, discrepancies exist between this knowledge and the degree of adequate pain care provided (4-6).

Infants receiving medical care are particularly vulnerable to the negative effects of pain. Specifically, research has documented that infants who experience pain during the neonatal period display a dampened expression to repeated heel lance (7) and exhibit an altered stress response to subsequent painful and nonpainful stimuli (8,9). Given the prevalence of poorly managed pain experienced by children and its association with negative outcomes for this vulnerable population, there is a pressing need to examine the role that attributes such as clinician empathy play in the delivery of more effective pain care.

Does empathy play a role in the delivery of pain care?

Goubert et al (10) suggested that feeling empathy means to know the experience of another person, and that this consists of cognitive, affective and behavioural components of the self. When we view others in distress, two responses may occur: we may feel distressed ourselves (dispositional empathy) or we may feel sympathy for the other (situational empathy). These responses may occur simultaneously, but they are distinct feelings that have different behavioural outcomes. When we imagine others’ distress, we may feel compelled to help, whereas if we only feel our own distress, we may only be motivated to reduce it in ourselves (11). Self-other awareness and perspective taking (situational empathy) allow us to perceive what others feel as though we were experiencing it ourselves (12), but without losing track of the actual source of this feeling. In the present study, we were interested in examining the situational empathy of nurse health care providers for infants undergoing painful procedures.

The role empathy plays in our appraisal and management of pain in others (which is believed to be related to our interpretation of pain in ourselves) has recently sparked considerable interest from scientists, health care executives and clinical practitioners. Exciting new brain imaging research has shown increased activity within a cerebral pain matrix when subjects feel pain following nociceptive stimulation, and when they observe or imagine pain from the same stimuli in others (13-17). It is proposed that this activity is based on an empathetic response, with empathy as a subcomponent measure for pain appraisal. It is of interest to determine how this perception of pain in oneself and others influences the prosocial empathy process in nurses.

The perception-action model proposes that perception of behaviours in others activates the neural mechanisms supporting the same behaviour in the observer (12,18). Typically, in the socialized community, seeing pain expressions provides a signal (emotion) that motivates the observer to behave prosocially (eg, to comfort or help). However, if clinicians attempt to shield themselves and regulate these emotions, they may fail to activate the neural pathways subserving prosocial empathetic responses that motivate them to act on their awareness of the patient’s pain. This is of considerable interest given that some have suggested that nurses should suppress their physical and emotional reactions to seeing others in distress to protect themselves from negative sequelae (19-21).

Empathy, which involves taking another person’s perspective and acting appropriately toward them (22), is considered to be an essential component of a caring relationship and seems especially critical to the provision of quality nursing care (23). Discrepancies have been reported, however, in research examining nurses’ self-reported empathy levels and their behaviours as a result of viewing pain expressed by patients. In research by Watt-Watson et al (24), nurses self-reported moderate empathy levels; however, empathy did not correlate with the amount of analgesia administered or a decrease in the pain intensity of their patients. However, these researchers did indicate that the nurses’ empathy levels were positively related to their knowledge and beliefs pertaining to pain assessment and management. This was an encouraging finding from their work, yet in a recent study examining empathy measures by non-health care professionals’ responses to facial pain cues (25), individuals who scored moderate empathy levels were no better at identifying facial cues or inferring more accurate pain than participants who scored low on empathy.

In summary, previous studies involving self-report measures have found that participants with moderate empathy levels did not score pain experienced by others higher or more accurately. Also, health care professionals did not administer more analgesic or care for patients with lower pain intensity. Essentially, their own dispositional empathy levels did not mean that they more accurately appraised others’ pain (ie, situational empathy). This discrepancy between dispositional and situational empathy may explain why clinicians with moderate empathy levels do not increase the frequency with which they manage the pain of their patients. Furthermore, in a recent meta-analysis, Yu and Kirk (26) suggested that a lack of consistency in findings may be related to unreliable or invalid self-report empathy measures, which is one reason why new mechanisms are being explored to examine nurse empathy for patient pain.

Nurses’ ability to empathize or take the perspective of and be sensitive to the patient’s pain may, ironically, be compromised as a result of chronically viewing pain expressions of their patients. Indeed, clinicians who repeatedly see patients in pain may become impervious to pain expressions, which may dampen their empathetic response even though they possess the knowledge to do something about it. In an effort to examine the role that empathy plays in nurses’ assessment and management of pain in their patients, the following research study was conducted.

METHODS

Aim

The primary aim was to test and validate a new video task program (ie, EIPvp) designed by the authors to elicit different levels of situational empathy. It was proposed that two groups (nurses and a control group) who viewed video clips of infants in painful and nonpainful states would have a measurable empathy (pain rating) response correlating to the level of pain expressed by infants in the video clips. The secondary aim was to determine how the participants’ own sensitivity to painful situations correlated to their empathy scores for the infant’s pain.

Objectives and hypotheses

The specific objectives and hypotheses of the present research were as follows:

Objective 1: To confirm that the video clips included in the EIPvp represented the three pain states (no, low and high pain) and to have this validated by both a nurse group and a non-nurse control group.

Hypothesis 1: Nurses and a control group will score the videos of infants expressing high pain significantly higher than the videos showing low or no pain.

Objective 2: To compare the response to the EIPvp of nurses who regularly view infants in pain from tissue-damaging procedures with a control group who are not regularly exposed to procedural pain.

Hypothesis 2: Nurses will score the high pain videos as painful but the scores will be significantly lower than the control group.

Objective 3: To compare nurse versus control group scores on reported sensitivity to their own pain estimates for hypothetical low and high pain situations.

Hypothesis 3: Nurses will assign significantly lower sensitivity scores for hypothetical painful situations imagined in themselves compared with controls.

Design

A descriptive cross-sectional video judgement study design was used.

Sample

Participants were recruited from a single Canadian pediatric tertiary hospital. A total of 50 female participants were recruited (25 nurses and 25 non-nurse allied health professional controls). The participants were...
matched for age and university education (ie, baccalaureate or under-
graduate degree in their discipline). Registered nurses who provided
direct patient care in a surgical, neonatal intensive care, emergency
or pediatric intensive care unit were eligible. For the non-nurse allied
health professional group, pharmacists (n=7), physiotherapists (n=4),
occupational therapists (n=7) and child life specialists (n=7) agreed to
participate. Staff were excluded if they worked less than 20 h per week or
had worked for less than 12 months in their disciplinary area, and/or had
a history of a neurological, psychiatric or pain-related illness for which
they required regular medication. Based on the work of Kozer et al (27), a
sample size of 25 in each group was required to detect a difference of two
points on the Douleur Aigue Nouveau (DAN) pain scale (28) between
the nurse and non-nurse groups, with a power of 0.80 and an α of 0.05.
Twenty-five participants from both groups were randomly selected from
lists provided by unit managers using a random numbers table. Of the
50 participants, the majority were between 30 and 49 years of age (66% [n=33]), with 22% (n=11) older than 50 years and even fewer between 20 and 29 years (12% [n=6]). Each participant received a $20 movie
coupon to thank them for their time.

Data collection
After obtaining approval from the hospital’s research ethics board, the
principal investigator shared the study details with unit managers, and
a list of eligible participants was obtained. Participants were randomly
selected from each of the two groups (nurse and control), and were
contacted via an introductory letter delivered to both their electronic
and unit mailboxes. Once the purpose and study details were reviewed
and consent was obtained, the nurse research coordinator arranged a
time to meet with the participants to complete their study involve-
ment. Participants were made aware, verbally and in writing, that their
participation was voluntary and they could withdraw at any time.
Fifty-two participants were recruited, with two (one from each group)
unable to participate as a result of time constraints at work.

Procedure
Once recruited, participants provided information regarding their age,
professional role and length of time in their current position. Next,
participants were given a 5 min description of the scoring rubric
involved in the EIPvp (ie, a visual analogue scale [VAS] and the DAN
pain assessment scale [28]). Before viewing the EIPvp, participants com-
pleted a practice test of two sample clips to ensure they could com-
tently complete the task. The participants viewed the infant pain video
program and scored the video clips using both measures (VAS and
DAN). Both the VAS and DAN were used for cross-validation pur-
poses. Participants scored the video clips showing infants in three experi-
mental conditions: no pain, low pain and high pain. After the video task
testing, participants completed the Situational Pain Questionnaire
(SPQ) to determine the participants’ sensitivity to hypothetical painful
events they might experience.

Measures
**EIPvp:** The EIPvp was developed for use in the present study. A nurse with neonatal intensive care and video experience recorded
procedures that were performed as part of a neonate’s usual and neces-
sary care in the intensive care environment. Consent was obtained
from infants' parents to record and use the videos for research and
training purposes. The resulting video program includes 24 video clips
different neonates from 35 to 41 weeks’ gestation expressing either
high pain (eight clips), low pain (eight clips) or no pain (eight clips).
The 16 video clips showing low and high pain expression include
intravenous initiation (hands, feet and scalp sites) and heel lance pro-
cedures (Figure 1), while the eight nonpainful clips include the place-
ment of a patient identification band. The video clips showed real
scenarios of infants undergoing necessary procedures, and no attempt
was made to alter the nurse or infant’s position during taping. The
crips show what a nurse would normally view during the procedure
including, at times, partially obstructed facial expressions. None of the
infants included in the video clips were intubated.

Video clips of pain expressions were selected based on explicit,
known pain display indicators (ie, facial expression, limb movement
and vocal expression) derived from valid instruments and were pre-
coded initially by two neonatal pain experts. To be selected for inclu-
sion in the painful procedures clips (low or high pain), a pain score of
3 or greater had to be obtained on the DAN (28). Pain expression
scores include less than 3 were defined as low pain, while scores of
greater than 6 were defined as high pain. The no pain expressions
achieved a score of lower than 3. The video clips of painful expressions
were edited to begin approximately 0.2 s before the onset of the
expression. All of the video clips were edited to last 7 s, which is a
duration that has been demonstrated in other research to elicit a valid
response (25,30). To ensure that responses were not sequence based,
the clips were randomized. Care was taken to ensure that the no pain,
low pain and high pain video clips were recorded as similarly as pos-
sible in terms of camera angle and lighting. Content validity testing
was conducted by asking three expert nurses to review the tapes and
provide a score using the known established pain rating scale – the
DAN (described below). These scores were compared with the scores
provided by the two neonatal experts who assisted with the develop-
ment of the program, and they agreed more than 85% of the time.
Content validity experts were selected based on their number of years'
experience in clinical practice (more than 15 years) and a clinical
preceptor designation.

**DAN:** The DAN is a behavioural scale designed to rate acute pain in
preterm and term neonates (30). Pain scores using this tool range from
0 (no pain) to 10 (maximum pain). Treatment interventions are indi-
cated for scores of greater than 3. This tool evaluates three observable
pain expressions: facial expression, limb movement and vocal expres-
sion. The scale is sensitive for differentiating between painful and
nonpainful expressions in preterm and term neonates, and has very
good reliability and validity (28).

**VAS:** The VAS has been shown to have high test-retest and inter-
rater reliability, and high content and concurrent validity for measur-
ing acute pain intensity (31). It consists of a straight, 10 cm horizontal
line with verbal anchors of ‘no pain’ on the left and the ‘worst pain
possible’ on the right. The 10 cm line was converted to a 100 mm line
for the global rating scale on the E-Prime computer program
(Psychology Software Tools Inc, USA). Higher VAS scores indicated
higher assessed pain.

**SPQ:** The SPQ has been used to determine the typical level of sensi-
tivity to pain and has demonstrated acceptable psychometric proper-
ties (29). The SPQ is a self-report tool that assesses the amount of pain
an individual believes they would experience in hypothetical situa-
tions. It contains 30 items: 15 are considered to be relatively benign
(haircut) and 15 are considered to be nonpainful (no or low pain).
An example of a high pain situation includes “the dentist drills my
teeth without anaesthesia”, while a nonpainful situation is “a doctor
examines my throat during a check-up”. Each item is scored on a num-
erical scale with 1 being ‘indifferent’ (no pain) and 10 being ‘the worst
possible pain’. Higher scores are indicative of higher pain sensitivity to
the event. Scores can range from 30 to 300.
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Data analysis
Descriptive, frequency and nonparametric statistics were used to describe and compare the demographic data. An ANOVA was used to examine the differences between empathy self-report (SPQ) and infant pain level empathy (DAN and VAS). A correlation analysis was conducted to determine the strength and magnitude of relationships between outcome measures.

RESULTS
An initial analysis comparing the amount of pain participants were exposed to in their everyday work showed a significant difference between the nurses and the control group. Using chi² analysis, nurses (n=21, 84%) were exposed to pain significantly more often at work (four to five days/week) than the controls (n=4, 16%) (χ²[5, n=50]=26.8; P=0.0001). In addition, 75% (n=18) of the nurse sample reported viewing pain at work the day of testing versus only seven (24%) of the control group (χ²[1, n=50]=9.68; P=0.004).

Both groups scored the video clips of infants expressing high pain significantly higher than the low or no pain clips (Figure 2). Overall, the means for the VAS for each of the three levels of infant pain expressed in the video clips (no pain, low pain and high pain) were scored similarly and in the expected range of precoded expert scores. The mean (± SD) score for the VAS of the high pain video clips was 62±12.9 (nurse 62±15, control 61±10), of the low pain clips was 32±14 (nurse 36±14, control 28±12), and of the no pain clips was 24±11 (nurse 21±12, control 26±11). Both groups of participants’ scores were highly correlated on both the DAN and the VAS (r=0.79, P=0.0001).

A two-way ANOVA (2×3) was calculated for participants’ overall ratings of infant pain expressed in the video clips. A main effect for pain level was found (F[2,48]=211.25; P=0.000), with higher pain levels receiving higher ratings. The main effect for group was marginally significant (F[1,48]=4.02; P=0.051), with a small effect size (r=0.28). When all three levels of pain were collectively considered, the cumulative mean score for all facial cues was higher for nurses (53±13) than for the control group (46±12). The interaction term was non-significant, but specific level comparisons indicated that nurses scored facial cues significantly differently and higher (47±15 [95% CI 41 to 53]) than the controls (39±13 [95% CI 33 to 44]) for the low pain video clips (F[1,48]=4.48; P=0.038), with a small effect size demonstrated for facial cues (r=0.29). Nurses did not score infants’ facial pain expression significantly different from controls in the individual categories of high pain or in the no pain facial category.

The nurse and control groups rated the video clips similarly in all three pain level categories. However, even though the mean scores for both groups were within the expected pain level category, nurses consistently scored pain higher on all three scale scores (limb, facial and vocal) and on the global rating scale (VAS) compared with the control group. Overall, facial actions were the most significant indication of pain expression, showing a small effect size assessed by both groups and highly correlating with overall pain (VAS) (r=0.65, P=0.001).

To determine whether the two groups were different in their own sensitivity to pain for typical pain events, the participants were asked to complete the SPQ (29). Results from the ANOVA show that nurses scored their sensitivity to low pain events significantly higher (55.0±14 [95% CI 49 to 61]) than the control group (46.2±11 [95% CI 41 to 52], F[1,48]=5.172; P=0.027), with the variable of nurse showing a moderate effect size (r=0.31). Nurses also scored the high pain event items higher than controls (101.0±9 [95% CI 97 to 105] versus 96.0±13 [95% CI 90 to 101]); however, this difference did not reach the significance threshold (F[1,48]=2.271; P=0.138). There was a small effect size for the group (r=0.21) (Figure 3).

In summary, nurses scored behavioural ratings of sensitivity to painful events in themselves and situational empathy for pain in others (ie, the infants in the video clips) consistently higher than the control group.

Validity and reliability
In the present sample of nurses and non-nurse health care professionals, the measures demonstrated acceptable reliability. The DAN was used to score each of the EIPvp pain levels, and the high pain category had a Cronbach’s alpha of 0.89, low pain category 0.89 and no pain 0.78. The VAS was acceptable, with a Cronbach’s alpha of 0.74, while the SPQ had a Cronbach’s alpha of 0.90.

DISCUSSION
The first hypothesis was supported because both study groups attributed more pain to clips that contained more cues of painful expressions. Both groups validated the EIPvp and scored the painful procedures similarly and in the expected ranges of the three categories of no, low and high pain. While the validation was an anticipated outcome, there were unexpected differences between the groups regarding how participants scored certain infant pain cues (ie, facial expressions) and the range of differences within the pain categories according to group. Subsequently, the second and third hypotheses were not supported. While nurses did score the video clips showing high infant procedural pain as painful, their scores were not significantly lower than those of the control group. In fact, the nurses’ scores in almost every instance were higher in all three categories (no pain, low pain and high pain) and significantly higher for the low pain category compared with the control group.

For the present study, we originally wondered whether the reason clinical pain was not being managed more readily was due to an underestimation of the amount of pain the infant experiences or due to an adapted shielding mechanism to the infant’s pain expression as a result of chronic exposure at work. We hypothesized that the nurses would have lower sensitivity scores for their own situational pain and would
also underestimate the pain of the infants in the video clips. This did not occur and, as a result, these findings contribute to an increasing amount of conflicting literature in this area.

Our findings contrast with other reports indicating a tendency in nurses to underestimate the pain of others (32), but they are consistent with other studies that have reported overestimations (33). The current study findings of moderate to high scores of empathy for infant pain (with means of greater than 45/100) are consistent with other studies conducted among nurses (24,34,35) and research reporting that nurses appraise infant procedural pain as higher than other clinicians (36,37). Some researchers have reported a relationship between nurses’ self-reports of their empathy level and care outcomes (35,38-41), while other research findings indicate that no relationship exists (24,34). Several self-report measures have been developed and tested, and are reported to be reliable in measuring empathy, including the SPQ (30); however, the authors of a systematic review of nine studies exploring empathy in nurses and nursing students (37) concluded that there was considerable concern regarding the lack of psychometrically sound self-report instruments to measure this concept in nurses. Given these concerns, it may have been helpful to use another instrument, such as the Interpersonal Reactivity Index (42), to measure the groups’ self-reported empathy level.

Nurses did not have significantly lower sensitivity scores for typical painful situations imagined in themselves compared with the control group. According to the pain empathy model by Goubert et al (10), empathy depends on bottom-up processes (ie, situational, or what nurses assess or acknowledge as pain cues) and top-down processes (ie, dispositional, or features of the nurses’ knowledge and other dispositions). This is consistent with Craig’s social communication model (43) and with the findings of knowledge translation researchers (44) in that all identify the unique synergy between attributes of the observer and the context.

According to pain assessment tools developed for nurse use (eg, DAN [28] and Premature Infant Pain Profile [PIPP] [45]), the most powerful bottom-up determinant of the empathic sense of another’s pain is the observed facial expression of pain (17,30,46,47). The current study findings support this as an important pain display cue and a small significant effect size resulted for this variable. Although our knowledge, there has not been specific research examining the relationship between patient facial expression and nurse empathy, in a recent research study (25), a group of undergraduate students were shown video clips of facial expressions of individuals completing a cold pressor pain task (senders), and then asked to estimate that pain experience. This estimate was compared with the senders’ actual pain ratings. These researchers reported that higher participant empathy was associated with an overall increase in estimates of senders’ pain. However, this was not mediated by the senders’ or participants’ sex, or the duration of painful facial expressions.

Our finding that nurses who had higher sensitivity scores for painful events in themselves also scored video subjects’ pain higher correlates with an analysis by Green et al (25), which revealed that higher self-report of empathy was associated with greater accuracy in inferring pain in others. Findings from both studies (Green et al and the present study) indicate that while observers with greater empathy may infer greater pain in senders, it is not clear whether they are more accurate in estimating pain for any given stimuli or whether any resulting prosocial behaviour occurs.

The empathy for pain model by Jackson et al (17,48) and the perception-action model (PAM [18]) are helpful, in part, in explaining our findings. Both models propose that one’s perception of the viewed object’s state automatically activates, in some part, the viewer’s representation of the state, priming or generating an associated automatic and somatic response in the viewer. The resulting perception is based on the relationship between the viewer and the object. PAM proposes that the more inter-related the subject and the object are, the more the observer will attend to the event and the more the representations resulting in a response will be. In essence, in addition to having a more activated top-down response as a result of knowledge and context, the nurse sample may have scored the infant’s pain consistently higher because they were more knowledgeable and attentive to the pain cues, and felt more of a relationship with the infants as patients compared with the control group.

Animal research has also shown that people and mammals may be more likely to share emotional feelings or empathize with those with whom they have a close relationship (49). Langford et al (50) found that mice exposed to cagemates in pain also displayed pain behaviours themselves, but they did not display the same behaviours as mice that were not their cagemates. Close relationships involve previous interaction, feelings of obligation and a desire to show the other that one cares. However, desire may manifest as an emotion and not always as an action-oriented behaviour that results in a reduction of the other’s pain, only in personal distress for self. In nurses, a desire to manage the pain of others may be present and serve to increase the self-reported pain sensitivity scores, but actual prosocial behaviour may be dampened due to contextual or work-related factors.

Empathy in health clinicians is a complex concept to measure. This could be due to poorly developed or unreliable self-report measures for clinicians or work-related variables. Campbell-Yeo et al (51) outlined the challenges in conceptualizing nurse empathy as it relates to clinical practice including nurses’ own experiences and exposures in the workplace. This sample of nurses was exposed to pain more frequently than the control group and, perhaps, this work-context variable resulted in feeling a sense of overprotection for their patients. In some circumstances, those charged with comforting and helping may become overprotective, impairing their normal or typical responses. Goubert et al (10) suggest that overestimations of pain and distress are likely to occur in contexts with plenty of pain cues (emergency rooms, blood and wounds) and where the top-down influences (ie, knowledge/context) may be substantial. However, it does not appear that overestimations of pain and an overprotective nature translate to increased pain care. In this circumstance, nurse participants were more frequently exposed to pain and rated the neonates’ pain higher; however, consistent and reliable research demonstrates that these fragile patients repeatedly endure procedures without the benefit of any pain management (2,3,5,6).

Nurses have knowledge of the best strategies to reduce pain (4-6) and the present study extends that evidence, demonstrating that they not only have the knowledge to accurately assess pain but can do so in a time-efficient manner (ie, 7 s). Although the mean scores for both study groups were in the expected range, there were some deviations beyond the expected boundaries, and further refinement and testing of the video program should be conducted. Nurses were exposed to pain and detected pain more often using facial cues compared with the non-nurse control group. These findings support other research demonstrating that clinicians possess greater knowledge and empathy levels regarding infant pain cues (2,4,6,24), yet we continue to be perplexed as to why these attributes do not translate to more effective pain care practice. Higher nurse scores on their own sensitivity for pain estimates and in relation to infants’ pain may occur as a result of increased attentiveness and chronic exposure to the pain felt by others. However, we do not know why nurses do not routinely use the effective, evidence-based strategies available to them.

CONCLUSION

The present study’s results met the primary study objective of validating the EIPvp. Although the results advance our understanding of nurses’ knowledge of pain assessment and provide early results from a promising new measure for research and training purposes, they also contribute to the inconsistencies in the current body of empathy literature from self-report data, and introduce more questions regarding the role that dispositional empathy may play in situational empathy appraisal of clinicians caring for children in pain. Possession of knowledge and accuracy of pain assessment may not predict prosocial clinician behaviour to reduce children’s pain; therefore, the EIPvp is available for use to advance our understanding of how empathy for pain can be examined as a mechanism to increase the translation of clinician’s knowledge about pain care to practice.
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